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CV: Ronnie King 

Career and experience. Ronnie King: 

¯ Has a distinguished career in life protection from fires, serving for forty 

one years in the Fire & Rescue Service, in West Yorkshire, London, 

Scotland and Wales as well as the Home Office Fire Service 

Inspectorate. 

¯ Was a Chief Fire Officer for twenty years of this service, having taken 

charge at all command levels, of hundreds of fire incidents, including 

those with compartmental fire spread and life rescues. 

¯ Is an Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, for 

"Services to Fire" which includes Fire fighting and Fire Safety. 

¯ Is an Officer of the Most Excellent Order of St. John of Jerusalem, which 

was presented to him for services to First Aid in the Community. 

¯ Was awarded the O, ueen’s Fire Service Medal, for Services to Fire which 

included Fire Safety as well as fire fightinl~. 

¯ Took charge of almost every major fire and emergency incident in the 

Mid & West Wales area during his 20 years as Chief Fire Officer, having 

previously served at all command levels throughout the United 

Kingdom, and attended many fires and rescues in multiple blocks of 

flats. 

¯ Has continued to be involved in key positions within the Fire Sector, 

resulting in 50 years of continuous service to UK Fire 

¯ Is a fellow of the Institution of Fire Engineers. 

¯ Has qualified at the UK Fire Service College in the Breathing Apparatus 

Instructors Course, the Inspecting Officers Course, and the Advanced 

Fire Safety Course 

¯ Was a practising Fire Safety Officer, a Divisional Fire Safety Officer, 

Deputy Chief Fire Officer and has been involved directly in Fire Safety in 

buildings in the UK since the early 60s when the Lakanal House building 

was constructed, and continuously ever since. 
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¯ Has investigated, or been part of a forensic investigation team of 

numerous fatal and non fatal fires which were tasked with determining 

how and when an injury or death took place as a result of a fire. 

¯ Was a Fire Safety Assistant Inspector in the Home Office’s Fire Service 

Inspectorate, and is a signatory to the Of J~icialSecrets Act 

¯ Inspected premises under the London Building Acts. 

¯ From 1985 to 2002 was a member of the Board of the Chief Fire Officers’ 

Association, which worked with Government in developing Fire Policy 

guidance in the UK. 

¯ Is currently the Honorary Administrative Secretary of the All-Party 

Parliamentary Fire Safety & Rescue Group of the United Kingdom, House 

of Commons/Lords, Parliament, currently comprising 17 MPs and 8 

Peers. 

As well as matters above, it is important to note that Ronnie King: 

Receives no direct or indirect commercial benefit from any consultants, 

suppliers, installers or manufacturers of any fire safety equipment or 

services. 

Has no occupational interests in the politics of current practices, policies 

or procedures of emergency services, council, any consulting 

organisation or building inspectorates. 

Has a special professional interest in the foreseeable loss of life and 

injury to occupants and emergency services personnel in aged, tall, 

single staircase apartment buildings 

¯ Has committed his life’s service to fire safety. He maintains a current 

interest in UK policy on Building fire safety. 
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Duties as an Expert 

I understand my duties as an expert are: 

1. To help the Coroner with matters within my expertise. I understand 

my duty to the Coroner overrides any obligation to those people 

instructing me or paying me. 

2. To provide my independent opinion and not to promote the point of 

view of any properly interested person at the Inquest. 

3. To keep my opinion to matters which lie within my expertise, and to 

indicate where particular issues fall outside my expertise. 

4. To take into account all material facts before me when giving my 

opinion. 

5. To inform the Coroner without delay if l change my opinion on any 

material matter, and to explain the reason for changing my opinion. 

Scope and Preparation of this Report 

I have been asked to write a report assessing firefighting at Lakanal House on 

3r~ July 2009 by the London Fire Brigade (LFB). I have also been asked to 

consider the LFB’s pre-planning at Lakanal House before the fire, and guidance 

given by the LFB’s control room on the day of the fire. 

In preparing this report I have looked at the actions and possible omissions of 

LFB, whether they did all they could reasonably do to save people, or whether 

there was a systemic failure or individual failures which meant that people 

who should have been rescued were not saved. 

I have considered whether it was reasonable for the LFB to have acted at the 

outset on the assumption that the building structure was designed to resist the 

spread of fire and confine it to the compartment of the maisonette, and if so, 

how long it was reasonable for the Fire Brigade to have maintained that 

assumption, or whether there was more they could have done. 

In preparing this report I have visited Lakanal House and seen the failures in 

the building’s fire resisting compartment structure to adequately contain the 
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fire. I have read the witness statements from fire fighting crews (including 

incident commanders, firefighters, and control room officers), from the other 

emergency services, residents, families, friends, and expert reports. 

I have viewed video footage and many items of photographic evidence, 

together with reading the documented transcript records of audio telecom and 

mobile phone communications, between the LFB Fire Control Room and callers 

and with the Mobile Control Unit(s) located at the incident. 

Statutory Duties of a Fire & Rescue Authority 

The core functions of a Fire & Rescue Authority (in this case the London Fire & 

Emergency Planning Authority), in respect of making arrangements for 

firefighting, is outlined in The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 Part 2, 

section 7, which states." 

7 Fire-fiqhtin.q 

(1)A fire and rescue authority must make provision for the purpose 

(a) extinguishing fires in its area, and 

(b) protecting life and property in the event of fires in its area. 

(2)In making provision under subsection (1) a fire and rescue authority 

must in particular- 

(a) secure the provision of the personnel, services and equipment 

necessary efficiently to meet all normal requirements; 

(b) secure the provision of training for personnel; 

(c) make arrangements for deafing with calls for help and for 

summoning personnel; 

(d) make arrangements for obtaining information needed for the 

purpose mentioned in subsection (1); 

(e) make arrangements for ensuring that reasonable steps are 

taken to prevent or fimit damage to property resulting from action 

taken for the purpose mentioned in subsection (1). 
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This section is important because it outlines how a Fire and Rescue Authority 

discharges its responsibility under the Act by ’making provision’ for these core 

functions, rather than how it then goes on to discharge them. 

Selected History of Fires in Residential Tower Blocks 

There is a long history of serious fires occurring in residential tower blocks in 

the UK that have resulted in both occupant and firefighter fatalities. 

A West Midlands firefighter was killed in a reported ’flashover’ during the 

1980s when the failure of an exterior window allowed wind to enter and 

caused a dramatic increase in fire intensity. 

Similar circumstances occurred in a tower block fire in London’s East Central 

area around the same period where an exterior wind forced burning fire gases 

from a one-room fire to reverse direction as a window failed. The resulting 

blowtorch effect caused a rapid escalation in fire intensity as this was directed 

at firefighters advancing into the fire floor. Several firefighters were badly 

burned as the fire was forced out through the lobby and into the stair shaft, 

melting plastic fittings above and two floors below the fire floor. The incident 

Breathing Apparatus (BA) control Board had been placed in the stair shaft two 

floors below the fire and this also melted BA tallies still in situ. 

A fire officer and his crew received burns in Manchester in 1999 as they 

responded to a fire on the 14th floor. As the lift doors opened, the fire (which 

involved furniture stored in the lift lobby) entered the lift car itself. 

In 2002/2003 two residential tower block fires in Essex and Kent over ran the 

capability of the first hose line laid on the fire, and firefighters were forced to 

retreat to safety on both occasions. For long periods of time several hundred 

occupants remained trapped on upper floors. At the Kent fire helicopters were 

called to the scene to assist rescue, although they were never used for this 

purpose. 
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In 2003 an incorrect tactical approach to a 21st floor fire in a Glasgow 

residential tower block caused several firefighters and a paramedic to become 

trapped. This occurred despite similar problems during a fire in the same 

building during the late 1980s. The fire authority was issued with a HSE 

Improvement Notice requiring a safe system of work to be provided for 

Strathclyde firefighters attending high rise fires. 

In Stevenage, Hertfordshire, in February 2005 a fire in a 17 storey tower block, 

killed two firefighters attending a fire on the 14th floor. This brought about a 

further need to review firefighting procedures in high rise firefighting. 

Fire Brigade Policies 

As a consequence of the Stevenage fire, the National Generic Risk Assessment 

(GRA) 3.2-High Rise Firefighting version 2, September 2008, was produced, 

[Appendix 1]: its principles were current at the time of the Lakanal House fire. 

LFB Policy/Procedure Note 633 High Rise Firefighting (published 26 

November 2008) was the LFB’s policy relevant to the Lakanal House fire, taking 

account of the nationaIGRE. This was the document used by LFB to examine 

its own operational response after the Lakanal House fire. 

All the incidents occurred over a number of years prior to July 2009, and would 

have had an impact on managers’ attitudes towards risk, and the safe person 

concept when dealing with fire and rescue emergencies. 

firefighters will not "RISK THEIR LIVES A LOT, IN A 

MANNER, TO PROTECT SAVEABLE LIVES" because 

Management of Risk at operational incidents - Health and Safety - eighth 

Impression 2006; see Appendix 2] However firefighters take their instructions 

from Commanders, and it is the Commanders who will ultimately be 

responsible for operational decisions taken, which involve the committing of 

firefighters to hazardous situations, with the degree of risk which that entails. 

This is not to say that 

HIGHLY CALCULATED 

they will. [Dynamic 
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It is worth noting that where policy/procedure refers to external fire spread in 

high rise buildings, the [National Generic Risk Assessment (GRA) 3.2 High Rise 

Firefighting, version 2, September 2008] states: 

Vertical fire spread can be extensive and rapid. Such spread may travel 

internally but more commonly occurs externally when fire breaks out of 

windows and hugs the building where it can quickly travel to storeys 

above. This is known as the coanda effect. 

Burninq debris may fall from the building; conceivably as a consequence 

of firefighting actions and can cause secondary fires. 

Therefore the potential for fire to spread vertically upwards and for falling 

debris to cause secondary fires is referred to in the National GRA, and should 

have been part of firefighters’ training at the time of the fire. 

In examining the fire survival guidance given to callers by LFB Control, I have 

looked in particular at FSC 10/93 [LFB policy 790], and how this information 

was understood and utilised by operational crews at the incident. 

Lakanal House: the Building Itself 

Lakanal House is a 1959/60 tower block, and when constructed it was subject 

to approval under Section 20 of the London Building Act in respect of fire 

safety and means of escape in case of fire. It was deemed at that time to be 

compliant. 

At the time of the fire, some fifty years later, the tower block was subject to 

the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, and the responsibility for 

ensuring adequate fire safety measures rests with the owners of the building, 

London Borough of Southwark Council. Section 20 of the London Building Act 

continued to apply [see Appendix 4]. 

Lakanal House consists of fourteen floors, containing 98 flats (which are 

maisonettes) with a central staircase serving two corridors to the north and 

south of the staircase at odd numbered floor levels. A series of flats leads off 
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these corridors (there are six flats off the north corridor and eight flats off the 

South corridor). The front door to each flat is reached via this corridor and 

gives access to the flat into a small lobby which leads to a bathroom and two 

bedrooms. An internal timber staircase leads upstairs to the kitchen and living 

area, which is largely open plan [see picture below]. 
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Two doors at either side of the upstairs lead to external balconies, which in 

turn allow egress from the even numbered floors of the block, back onto the 

central staircase via doors opened by escaping occupants using a panic bolt. 

East Side Balcony, 10th Floor 

The documented evidence presented in the various statements and expert 

reports makes it clear to me that the numerous structural changes made 

throughout the period of Lakanal House’s life, including particularly the 

refurbishment between 2006 and 2007, impacted on the integrity of the 

original fire safety compartmentation and its ability to withstand a developed 

fire. 

Initial Development of the Fire 

The occupant of Flat~, Jade Spence, was looking after a ten month old child 

in the flat at the time of the fire. She went down to the bedroom area of the 

flat at around 16.15 hrs having heard the smoke alarm. She discovered a fire in 

the bedroom which was beginning to spread. She quickly escaped with the 
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child via one of the upstairs balconies on the east side of the building then 

went out to ground level by the central staircase. 

At the same time she telephoned 999 on her mobile phone, giving the address 

and flat number of the fire. This call was received and timed by fire brigade 

control at 16.18.31 hrs. It is not entirely clear how many doors or windows 

were left open in Flat ~ after Jade made her speedy escape. [LFB Fire 

Investigation Report 9.2.2 page 113] suggests internal doors and various 

external windows were left open. The door and window to bedroom one were 

certainly open, and the wind quickly fanned the flames which were developing 

[LFB Fire investigation report 3.11 page 16]. I suspect that other internal 

doors were open on the lower floor, which contributed to the rapid spread of 

fire within the flat. 

At around this time, and later after the LFB arrived, a number of families and 

individuals self evacuated from the 13th floor in the early stages of the fire, 

having passed through uncomfortable smoke in the corridor and stairs 

between the 11th and 9th floors during the descent [see witness statements 

w/s - C/166 to C/188 $530 of the occupants who escaped in the early stages 

of the fire; see also Schedule of outcome by flat number 06/11/12]. 

My professional judgment, based on the evidence and actions of those who 

had evacuated from the 13th floor, is that the ten people trapped on the 11th 

floor, could have all similarly escaped the fire, but needed leading to safety by 

professional firefighters as they felt unable or unwilling to escape by 

themselves. Dayana, Helen and the Nuhus all had children to consider and 

probably did not want to put them at risk. Catherine Hickman in flat 79 was 

alone and seems to have dutifully complied with the Fire Survival guidance she 

received during her 999 call. 

In the event, four of the ten (the Nuhu family) who were trapped in flat I did 

escape with the assistance of firefighters via the east balcony of flat 81, and 

down the central staircase. This was one hour after the first fire appliances 

had arrived at the scene. 

I note that Dayana had been told by her friend (Yolimar Caboz) from flat|, via 

her mobile phone that she should come down out of the building. Dayana 

twice told Yolimar it was too smokey to leave, and that she had been told to 
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stay in her flat with her children although Yolimar continued to insist she 

should come down. IYolimar Caboz 8 page witness statement, S/545 w/s-C/1 

- MG11(T)) 

The firefighters’ evidence is that some residents were told to go back to their 

flats but others were told to leave the building. When firefighters believed the 

fire was compartmentalised, stay put advice may have been sensible given the 

narrowness of the central staircase which was being used by firefighters, 

hoses, and descending residents, and which suffered smoke logging. 

Assessment of Firefighting and Search and Rescue at Lakanal House 

I now assess the firefighting at Lakanal House at different times. 

1. Arrival of Firefighters and Initial Firefighting 

Following Jade Spence’s 999 call at 16.15 hrs, LFB Control mobilised two 

pumping appliances from nearby Peckham fire station, and a further pump and 

aerial ladder mobilised from Old Kent Road fire station. The Peckham 

appliances arrived at the fire within minutes of receiving the call, i.e. by 16.23 

hrs. Catherine Hickman had made her first 999 call on her mobile at 16.21 hrs, 

reporting smoke and flames rising above her bedroom window on the west 

side of the building [MPS cell phone analysis; LFB WAV Ref Caller #4 Catherine 

Hickman]. 

The officer in charge of the first fire crew arriving was CM Willett. He found 

smoke and flames issuing from the window of flat I~ on the ¯ floor and 

burning debris dropping from the window into the street below, including onto 

the arriving fire appliance. 

CM Willett’s primary objective was to get water onto the fire in flat 65 in order 

to confine the fire within the compartment of the flat. The crew deployed to 

accomplish this was wearing Breathing Apparatus (BA). They made a good 

start and were shortly backed up by a second crew also wearing Breathing 

Apparatus (or SDBA, Standard Duration Breathing Apparatus, which is what is 

commonly provided on Front line Pumping Appliances). As a general guide 

SDBA will give the wearer approximately 20 minutes of working duration, 
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allowing for time taken to get into position from fresh air; Extended Duration 

Breathing Apparatus (EDBA) gives 40 minutes duration. These estimates are 

governed by the amount of arduous work undertaken and an individual’s lung 

capacity and metabolic rate. 

Incident Commander CM Willett sent an assistance message "make pumps 4". 

He believed at that time that the fire would be contained within the 

compartment of flat I, presumably based on previous fires in this block. 

The first Peckham crew followed the correct procedure for fighting fires in high 

rise buildings [LFB Policy/Procedure Note 633 High Rise Firefighting 

(published 26 November 2008)] by connecting a hydrant to a dry riser and 

taking the required equipment to form a bridgehead two floors below the fire 

floor (i.e. on the 7th floor) from which to begin to attack the fire. Crew 

Manager Willett organised two firefighters wearing BA to connect to the 

charged rising main in the staircase lobby and for them to proceed to the ninth 

floor to attack the fire in flat / Another member of the crew meanwhile 

made the connection to the dry riser, and was also acting as the mobile control 

point for messages to and from the incident). They quickly began attacking the 

fire. 

However the fire in flat.had swiftly taken hold, igniting the furnishings and 

contents of flat ~ which in turn spread upwards to the first floor and 

externally via the opened windows, clinging to the external wall up to the 11th 

floor threatening the panels and glazing of the ground floor of flat 79. 

At 16.25 hrs Fire Control tried to notify attending appliances of the callers on 

the telephone reportedly trapped by the fire in flats 79 and 68 respectively. 

CM Willett was Incident Commander until relieved by Watch Manager Howling 

some time after about 16.26 hrs. I do not have any criticism of the way in 

which CM Willett dealt with the fire in its early stages. 

2. From about 16.26 hrs until 16.47 hrs 

Watch Manager John Howling arrived at the incident shortly after the Peckham 

crews (approximately 16.26 hrs) and within a short time assumed command of 
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the incident from CM Willett. The briefing with CM Willett appears to have 

concentrated on the Bridgehead, rather than any discussion on the report of a 

person trapped in flat 79. 

WM Howling was about to face what must have been one of the most 

demanding and stressful periods of command during his service, which few 

others will have experienced. He had been made aware of and noted on his 

call mobilising slip, messages passed on route to the incident that there were 

callers trapped in their flats in 79 and 68, with flat 79 being on the 11th Floor, 

and that it was heavily smoke logged. (Brian Davey main report last para page 

lo) 

He was made aware that the Fire Survival Guide (FSG) call with Catherine 
Hickman (in flat 79) was a priority, together with calls from other sources 

where he also noted flat numbers. He saw fire and smoke issuing from the 

window of flat ~and thought it would be extinguished quickly because he 

said he could see water coming out of the window from the Peckham 

firefighting BA crew’s internal attack [John Howling’s eight page Witness 
statement- MG 11 (T) page 2]. 

Although quite an amount of fire and debris was coming from the window of 

the ground floor of flat/, and smoke and flame were travelling upwards, WM 

Howling felt that the fire in flat ~ would be contained within the 

compartment presumably based on the anticipated integrity of these 

compartments as a result of previous fires in this and other tower blocks. It 

also appears "the information from CM Dennis at the bridgehead was that they 

were making good progress although they were experiencing communication 

difficulties" [John Howling’s eight page Witness statement - MG 11 (T) page 

2]. Initially WM Howling acted reasonably by assuming the fire would be 

contained in the compartment of flat/ 

WM Howling was again informed about the Fire Survival Guidance (FSG) caller 

in flat 79 but he said that as this was not the flat involved in the fire, he felt the 

person may just need reassurance not rescuing, and the best outcome was to 

get the fire under control quickly. He did not have all the resources he needed 

to carry out both firefighting and rescue until the next crew arrived from Old 

Kent Road, shortly afterwards, at 16.27 hrs under the command of CM John 

Clarke (whom he intended to utilise for an assessment above the fire floor as 

soon as possible). 
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WM Howling also considered using the Aerial Ladder Platform (ALP) at the 

west side of the building. He discussed this with CM Sharpe who said that 

"access restrictions meant that it would be unlikely to be of much use" 

[Incident notes WM Howling 13th July 2009 4 pages Elderville JH 2 copy] 

In the event it was decided that the ALP was not going to be used at this time 

in this location. 

It appears that no recorded drills/practices were undertaken by local crews 

prior to the fire to find out what the scope and limitations of this ALP were. (or 

the second ALP which arrived from Greenwich later on in the fire, at 17.49 hrs 

and after the people trapped in flat 79 and 81 had probably already died). 

These two ALPs appeared identical in capability, and I have seen photographs 

which show the Greenwich ALP at about the 10th floor from a position close to 

the building on the west side. 

The Old Kent Road ALP, which was present very early on in firefighting efforts, 

could have been used from the position the Greenwich ALP was used to assist 

firefighting. Instead the Old Kent Road ALP was positioned some distance 

away from Lakanal House on the East side, so could not reach people on 11th 

floor, though it appeared to have the capability from the photographs to reach 

to that level, had it been sited closer. [statement of CM Sharpe 6 pages 12th 

July 2009]. Also, it is not clear if anyone considered whether other ALPs in 

London or neighbouring services, had a higher reach: Bronto Skylift, the 

largest and most established builder and supplier of Aerial Platforms, now has 

an ALP with a ladder capability of 100 metres, not that anything like that reach 

was needed here. 

I note from [Fire Investigation Team Report page 121 para 9.4.3] that at a 

previous serious fire in flat 81 on the 4t~ September 1997 the fire was 

extinguished by fire crews using one jet off the dry riser and one jet from a 

turntable ladder (aerial). So presumably the turntable ladder did provide 

external reach to Flat 81 on that occasion. Turntable ladders are aerial ladders, 

with a function not unlike ALPs, except they don’t generally have as large a 

cage capacity when needed to be used for rescue. 
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A similar tactic could have been used in flat.on 3rd July 2009. An ALP could 

have been used on the west side of the building early on in the fire, (the first 

ALP arrived at 16.29 hrs) to spray a curtain onto the outside of flats 65 and 79: 

And whilst the fire had established itself inside bedroom 1 of flat 79 at 16.30 

hrs, due to the rapid failure of the panels after exposure to flame for 4 mins 30 

secs; this action by an ALP might have assisted in preventing the further spread 

of fire within flat 79 and into the corridor of the 11th floor. (Catherine 

Hickman was at the front door of her flat at 16.34 hrs, trying to open it, so the 

fire had not yet penetrated the staircase). Without this or any other 

firefighting action, we now know that the fire was otherwise left to freely 

develop on the 11th and 12th floors until 17.36hrs. (i.e. for over an hour)! If the 

fire spread wasn’t going to be tackled inside the building, it might have been 

attempted from outside, as it was on the lower floors using a ground monitor. 

In respect of rescue attempted, WM Howling instructed CM Clarke to take a BA 

crew to check the numbered flats listed as a matter of priority at around 16.37 

hrs, and to check the conditions above the fire floor [John Howling’s four page 

statement elderville JH/2 and eight page statement MG 11 (T) page 3, 15th 

July 2009 respectively, and CM Clarke’s statement S/316 w/s-D52, 10th April 

2010]. CM Clarke went to the bridgehead on the 7th floor, where the flat 

numbers which WM Howling had been given by Fire Control and those which 

CM Clarke had separately been given by members of the public who had 

gathered outside, needed to be checked and recorded. This needed to be 

done by CM Dennis at the bridgehead and by Firefighter Mullins who was the 

incident control point outside the building, then relayed back to Fire Control 

from and to the Incident Commander [CM Clarke’s statement S/316 w/s-D52 

10th April 2010; (Incident notes WM Howling 13th July 2009 - 4 pages 

Elderville JH 2 copy]. Firefighter Mullins gave the list to WM Payton who put it 

in his pocket; WM Payton later became bridgehead commander but it seems 

he did not use the list at the bridgehead or pass it on. 

My assessment at this point is that WM Howling believed he had discharged 

his responsibility with the priority flat numbers by asking the bridgehead and 

the Control Unit to record them. CM Dennis at the bridgehead would feel that 

he had discharged his responsibility by notifying the firefighting crews of these 
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flat numbers, but in reality the crews were dealing with the fire at this point, 

and the flats were on a different floor. It was not until CM Clarke was tasked 

to go above the fire floor that the information about these priority flats could 

have been acted upon. 

At that time I think WM Howling might not have realised that flat 79 and flat 

81 were on the 11th and 12th floors and were the immediate flats above fla~. 

WM Howling says that in these critical moments: "Q: what was your perception 

of the location of the flat numbers in relation to the fire? - A: I had no 

knowledge of where the flats were. I was waiting for information from the 

crews and then getting information to the crews" [John Howling’s eight page 

Witness statement - MG 11 (T) page 3]. 

However, WM Howling would have witnessed the upward spread of smoke 

and fire, and it might have occurred to him that the location of these flats 

where people were trapped was either on, close to, or above, the 9th floor, and 

it was critical therefore that he made sure these flats particularly were located, 

as he had previously tasked CM Clarke to ascertain. 

At 16.30 hrs the flames from flatB had been impinging on the window panels 

of flat 79 for approximately 4 mins and 30 seconds due to flammable material 

fitted within the external window system panels during the building’s recent 

refurbishment. This caused ignition, distortion and flame penetration 

occurring to these panels, allowing a fire to develop within bedroom one of flat 

79 [BRE Report 11th May 2012, p 200]. This begs the question of whether he 

should have established where flat 79 was. Control had reported it was on the 

11th floor and the usual board by the lifts showed it as being on the 11th floor. 

Indeed given that each floor contained 14 flats the board suggested flat 79 

could be directly above flat ~. 

This was a critical time: the Peckham fire crew were concentrating on attacking 

the fire in flat l, and this was their main objective which if successful they 

believed would have prevented any loss of life. Whilst they had been briefed 

about a Fire Survival Guidance call situation in flat 79 and 81, they had only 

been tasked to fight the fire in flat I They could not have undertaken both 
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the rescue on another floor and the firefighting on the 9th floor, even if they 

had known where flats 79 and 81 were. They continued with the firefighting in 

flat .. They were backed up by a crew from Old Kent Road, who later brought 

up an extension ladder to assist with fighting the fire on the upper floor of flat 

~ where the internal stairs had burned away. They were unaware of the 

spread of fire upwards to flat 79 as this could only be seen externally. 

From his position outside the building as Incident Commander WM Howling 

would be expected to have seen the upward spread of fire from flat I on the 

9th floor, to threaten the 10th and then the 11th floors. Possibly he thought a 

shortage of firefighting crew resource at this stage hampered progress, but in 

my opinion there were sufficient firefighters on scene to attempt a ’snatch 

rescue’. Swift action was needed, of the type which was subsequently 

organised by WM Freeman and WM Foster when conditions had become 

impossible. 

By 16.39 hrs it should have become clear to WM Howling that the fire was not 

going to be contained within the compartment of flat ~ on the 9th floor 

because bedroom 2 of flat 79 on the 11th floor was alight, with the fire having 

spread upwards from the 9th floor [see photograph from Fire Investigation 

Team report below]. Consequently he ought to have considered changing his 

plans to evacuate some residents (i.e. those above the fire) and ought to have 

notified control. 
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In his defence, WM Howling by then was receiving so many messages about 

occupants trapped and requiring assistance, with others self evacuating, that it 

would have been easy for him to have become overwhelmed. I have every 

sympathy with the position he found himself in, a position which very few 

incident commanders would relish. However, he did subsequently recall 

specifically flats 79, 80 and 81 (along with others) were coming up frequently, 

and had tasked CM Clarke and a crew to make an assessment above the fire 

floor. 
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Despite this, the opportunity to search for and rescue the ten people trapped 

by smoke and fire on the 11th floor at a relatively early stage in the fire was not 

taken. CM Dennis had FFMasonand FF Mechen carry out search and rescue 

on the 9th floor at this time, when the priority was the 11th floor. WM Howling 

should have clearly instructed CM Dennis at the Bridgehead, that the priority 

was to send Mason and Mechen to the 11th floor. 

The situation was changing rapidly and decisions had to be made in priority as 

these changes occurred. Here, it would seem that a subordinate officer 

decided to change the instructions given, because of what he saw as an 

overriding priority occurring, whilst the Incident Commander still believed that 

an assessment of the fire above the 9th floor was being undertaken, and he was 

awaiting feedback. WM Howling would not be aware that there was a radio 

communication problem in getting messages between CM Clarke and himself. 

CM Clarke ought to have done as instructed and made the assessment of the 

situation above the fire floor. WM Payton ought to have checked the piece of 

paper in his pocket and looked for the flats. They should not have been 

diverted towards other competing priorities which did not necessarily turn out 

to be as high as the need to assess the developing situation on the 11th floor 

from where repeated calls for help had been received and relayed to the 

Incident Commander. 

These radio communication difficulties resulted in CM Clarke failing to get the 

priority change of plan to WM Howling, although they did not appear 

otherwise to have caused any further problems, as they were intermittent. 

Problems with fireground communication systems caused by the layout of a 

building are something which should have been noted in familiarisation or pre- 

planning visits. Communications systems have to be robust if being used in life 

saving situations. 

Meanwhile CM Clarke split his crew into two, one pair went to flat ¯ to 

support the first crew from Peckham, whilst he and another crew member, FF 

Bennett, went to search flats on the 9th floor. WM Clarke and FF Bennett 

rescued four occupants from flat 57 on the ninth floor in the south corridor. 
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The south corridor was not a priority and the south side of the building was not 

involved in the fire until much later, when it spread via the false ceiling in the 

corridor of the eleventh floor across the stairwell into a flat on the south side, 

but its significance did not impact on the overall tactics deployed. 

At 16.52 hrs they rescued Mrs Obonyano from flat 1 on the 9th floor (she was 

one of the flats notified to the Incident Commander whilst on route to the 

incident) 

CM Clarke, on completing the work on the ninth floor, did then recall that his 

first briefing instruction to assess the situation above the fire floor had not 

been met so he proceeded to the tenth floor with FF Bennett as he was still 

conscious of flat numbers in the 70s which he had been told about [CM 

Clarke’s statement S/316 w/s-D52 10th April 2010]. 

They entered the eastern escape balcony on the 10th floor which is when he 

realised the flats were maisonettes. The flats were reasonably clear of any 

smoke, as they knocked on all the balcony doors and windows of all the flats, 

without finding anyone. He then also realised that they were a floor below 

where they had needed to be [CM Clarke’s statement S/316 w/s-D52 10th 

April2010]. CM Clarke then said that they had used up their available air at 

this point and had to withdraw. That information should have been 

communicated and should have prompted a snatch rescue attempt to the 11th 

floor. 

If CM Clarke and FF Bennett had gone up to the next (or next but one) floor at 

that time, and to the end of the building more affected by the fire, they might 

have been able to get to those trapped and the outcome could well have been 

different. The fact that crews were soon using up their available air with 

standard BA sets might have also prompted a call for extended duration BA 

sets sooner in the incident. This was probably the last opportunity to save 

Catherine. Incredibly all the occupants of flat 80, including Helen Udoaka and 

Michelle from flat 82 and the Nuhus, went upstairs onto the Eastern balcony at 

16.48 hrs, the same time that a Control Room Officer was still talking with 

Catherine (their flat was next to Catherine’s) and they knocked on neighbours’ 

windows and doors along the balcony. Mr Nuhu did not recall smoke 
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conditions being a problem along this balcony, at the time [Fire Investigation 

team report 3.144 page 49] (the Nuhus escaped later of course with the aid of 

firefighters wearing BA, at approximately 17.30 hrs). 

3. Position at 16.47 hrs 

The LFB Operational Response Policy/Procedure report [Final November 

2012], which focuses on the issues raised in a logical sequence, conveniently 

separates the fire behavioural pattern and actions taken prior to 16.47 hrs and 

post 16.47 hrs. 

At around 16.47 hrs (according to the LFB schedule of units and crews) 8 fire 

appliances with crews were in attendance at the incident and about 35 

firefighters, and not all were committed at this stage. Those that were 

committed were involved in either firefighting or rescue on the 9th floor. 

There was still no firefighting or rescue activity being carried out above the 9th 

floor, and only about 6 firefighters were committed to firefighting or rescue 

inside the building. (not taking account of those at the bridgehead or at the 

Control point). At 16.50 hrs CM Pendleton and Firefighters Kife, England and 

Baker arrived on the scene in breathing apparatus and were without orders for 

30 minutes [statement of FF Baker’s 7 page statement, 27th July 2009]. My 

initial assessment would always have been to have a look c~bove the fire if 

possible, as fire and smoke generally travel upwards. 

By 16.47 hrs it is unclear whether the Incident Commander had not linked the 

relevance of flats 79 and 81 being immediately above flat 1 or the priority of 

these numbers had been subsumed into the wealth of other priorities faced 

(this would be difficult to comprehend with repeated reminders from 

numerous sources about 79 and 81, but as I have said previously, WM Howling 

had a mass of information coming at him, and the pressure on him was quite 

immense. WM Howling’s intended plan was to commit further teams of 

firefighters to the floors above the 9th floor to make an assessment of and deal 

with the fire situation and those trapped, and he had only been waiting for the 

resources he believed he lacked to do so which by now had now arrived. 
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Also by this point (16.47 hrs) fire had broken into the second bedroom on the 

lower floor of flat 79 through failure of the window and panel in both 

bedrooms, and had taken hold of furniture and contents as well as the open 

stairs. The opportunity to save Catherine was diminishing unless a speedy 

entry to the flat could be achieved. However, no firefighting crew had yet 

identified flats 79 and 81 as the ones immediately above flat I and there 

were no plans available for the building. 

The position at this time (16.47 hrs) was extremely challenging for WM 

Howling. He had limited crews up to this point, firefighters were trying to fight 

the fire in flat ¯ (lower and upper levels), there was only one staircase, which 

was being used for firefighters and their equipment, including hoses, whilst 

their operations were also being continually hampered by occupants escaping, 

with some requiring assistance/assurance. Every time doors opened onto the 

corridors from the staircase, smoke would percolate both ways, and constant 

messages were coming from Control, the incident control point, and from 

members of the public about persons trapped in their flats on various floors. In 

addition because of falling debris there was a need to cordon off areas outside 

the building to protect people from this debris. 

Significantly 16.47 hrs was important in the events that followed: external drop 

down debris, including it appears the burning material of the flammable 

bedroom window panels from flats numbered~ (on the ~llfloor) and 79 (on 

the 11th floor) entered external open windows within flat 37 on the 5th floor, 

igniting materials in the bedroom at approximately 16.47 hrs; and 

approximately one minute later, at 16.48 hrs, inside flat number 53 on the 7th 

floor; it also ignited materials in the bedroom and started serious fires in both 

these flats [Fire Investigation team report page 134- 11.4.8 and 11.4.9]. 

Meanwhile, fire spread in flat 79 had started to involve the open internal 

staircase leading to the lounge on the upper 12th floor level, and it was about 

this time that the last indication of Catherine breathing was recorded. 

Black smoke was then seen issuing from bedroom one of flat 53 on the 7th 

Floor west elevation level and one minute later smoke was seen developing in 
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flat 37 on the fifth floor, west elevation. These rooms were two and four levels 

respectively below flat B 

At 16.48 hrs WM Howling made the request to Control for a further two fire 

appliances (making pumps 8), which had already been anticipated and 

mobilised. My assessment of needs at this time, given the potential for further 

fire spread, the smoke logging in the stairs and corridors, and the travel 

distance up from the bridgehead, would have been to increase the number of 

pumps requirement to fifteen and to require six Extended Duration BA teams 

to work in phases above the 9th floor. This would mean ordering six Fire & 

Rescue Units. In addition I would have required a further two ALPs for possible 

firefighting or rescue purposes. 

These resources could have been brought to the incident in advance, placed on 

standby, and deployed as required to meet any changing circumstances. I 

would have also considered a Search and Rescue Sea King Helicopter with a 

winch to be made available should circumstances require it to save lives: they 

have been used previously with great effect, and might have needed to be 

deployed to the upper floors where there were clearly people trapped (I 

cannot say how effective it would have actually been). 

Meanwhile WM Payton, now bridgehead commander, made a request via WM 

Howling for more BA crews on the 7th floor. WM Howling’s plan was to 

allocate four identified crews to fight the fires above the bridgehead and to 

instigate a search sector with the already identified flats to be located and 

searched as a matter of priority, something which he had always planned to do 

once he had the resources [Fire Investil~ation team report pal]e 5:~ - 3.:~.54]. 

WM Payton did not appear to have yet looked at the piece of paper in his 

pocket with flat numbers on. 

However, because of the fires breaking out in the two flats below the 

bridgehead WM Howling was now forced to consider moving the bridgehead 

down to the 3rd floor, which was two floors below flat 37, in order to comply 
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with LFB Brigade Policy/Procedure 633 and the National Generic Risk 

Assessment (GRA) 3.2 High Rise Firefighting, to protect his firefighters from 

being cut off by the fires below. 

In relation to the fires below the bridgehead in flats 37 and 53, which he said 

was a unique situation, "those up there are doinq essential work .... My initial 

thouqht was it may be possible to set up an additional bridqehead below the 

7th floor without withdrawinq the bridqeheadfrom the 7th floor, if the stairwell 

was tenable. I think I was handinq over at this point~’ [John Howling’s eight 

page witness statement - MG 11 (T) page 3]. In my opinion this would have 

been sensible but never happened because of the change of command. 

4. The Handover of Command by WM Howling to SM Cartwright at 

about 16.56 hrs 

At the time of handing over command of the incident WM Howling was giving 

serious consideration to getting four BA crews to the Bridgehead on the 7th 

floor. He said: "In response to this my plan was to allocate BA crews from 

E331, E381, H242 and H222 to him (WM Payton) to fiqht the fires above the 

bridqehead and to instiqate a search sector with the already identified flats to 

be located as a matter of priority. However the fire spread to the 5t~ and 7~ 

floors, made the bridqehead position on the 7t~ Floor untenable." 

Before this could happen WM Howling was replaced as Incident Commander 

by SM Cartwright, at 16.56 hrs. SM Cartwright was the third Incident 

Commander, and assigned SM Foster to move the bridgehead down to the 

third floor level as a matter of urgency to prevent crews being cut off by the 

fire on the 5th floor. 

SM Foster, who was now in charge of the re-located bridgehead, said he was 

given no information regarding rescues or flat numbers [SM Foster’s eleven 

page interview w/s - D/322 page 2, 27th April 2010] nor was any plan 

discussed. This means that thirty seven minutes after the fire brigade had been 

called the officer now responsible for coordinating search and rescue and 

firefighting operations at the bridgehead, claimed he had no information 
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regarding rescues or flat numbers (he also believed that this might have been a 

deliberate fire setting, arson). Clearly he should have been briefed with this 

information. 

The bridgehead was moved from the 7th floor of the staircase lobby to the 3rd 

floor ( two floors below the fire in flat 37 on the 5th floor). Although this was in 

accordance with LFB Policy/Procedure 633, WM Howling’s plan was 

abandoned without any thought and no search and rescue teams were sent to 

the 11th floor, nor was there any firefighting on the 11th floor. The two new 

fires in flats 37 and 53 added to the smoke logging which had already occurred 

in parts of the building, including the staircase and corridors of the common 

parts, and made it difficult for firefighters to rig in BA in fresh air, which is what 

they must do (they cannot rig in smokey air). At the same time it increased 

their travel time to the fire, and consequently reduced the time available to 

carry out firefighting tasks in Breathing Apparatus, especially because it seems 

the only working lift had now been set aside because of its limitations. 

Whilst this move was taking place the crews fighting the fire in flat.on the 

¯ floor would remain in place. However, there was no fire fighting on the 11th 

floor. 

The timing of this change of command brought about a significant change in 

tactical firefighting and rescue, for safety reasons, which in turn according to 

the LFB: "reduced the ability of the bridgehead to commit crews until it was re- 

established on the ground floor. This affected firefighting, search and rescue 

operations and resulted in only one crew being committed over a time span of 

approximately 30 minutes at a key stage of the incident" [Operational 

Response Report November 2012 Final]. 

It was unhelpful to remove WM Howling from the Incident Commander role 

given the vast information and knowledge he had gathered about the incident, 

at a time when there was a suspension of firefighting and rescue operations 

for approximately 30 minutes, for crew safety reasons. This is particularly so 

when the next Incident Commander, SM Cartwright, didn’t have knowledge of 
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flat numbers and appeared not to seek any, despite being aware that calls had 

been made by trapped persons. 

Although it is normal practice as more senior officers arrive for them to take 

over command (unless everything seems to be running smoothly), WM 

Howling had seen the incident develop from the start. He held vital 

information and had a plan to get firefighting and rescue crews above the 9th 

and 10th floors. He would have been key to influencing decision making as the 

incident developed and more Senior Officers arrived, but was re-assigned to a 

Breathing Apparatus Control Officer function when firefighting operations re- 

commenced. He should have been kept next to SM Cartwright to advise him. 

Whilst SM Cartwright should have been briefed about the priority flats (79, 80 

and 81) he would not have experienced the repeated reminders that WM 

Howling had. [In the event he says he received no information about the 

priority flats even though FF Mullins had collected the numbers and WM 

Payton had them in his pocket, CM Clarke had apparently committed them to 

memory and WM Howling was still intending to search them. Control 

repeatedly broadcast these numbers and the Command Unit was recording 

them. Whatever report CM Clarke gave of his failure to reach the ~.1th floor, SM 

Cartwright did not seem to understand or appreciate the significance of it. ] 

It appears that for approximately 30 minutes, whilst the bridgehead was being 

relocated, that apart from the hose directed onto flat ~on the ~ floor the 

fire was otherwise allowed to spread into Catherine’s flat (79) and into the 

corridor of the 11th floor. It was allowed to continue, unchecked, and no 

attempts were being made to locate and attempt to rescue the priority FSG 

callers trapped in flats on the 11th floor. The principles underpinning the 

[Dynamic Management of Risk at Operational Incidents, Eighth Impression, 

2006] should have been applied, i.e. "We may risk our lives a lot, in a highly 

calculated manner, to protect saveable lives". 

The [handwritten notes from Briefing of officers on 14 July 2009 page 13] say: 

"AT NO TIME WAS THERE NO FIREFIGHTING" whilst later the same note page 

15 reads: "HAD BA CREWS STILL ON 9TH FLOOR. - MADE DECISION TO ALLOW 

CREWS TO CONTINUE ON 9TH FLOOR THEN WITHDRAW. .... CREW5 ON 9TM 
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FLOOR TOLD TO LEAVE JET.--- WITHDRAW TO GROUND AND RAN BRIDGEHEAD 

FROM THERE". 

From this and other evidence it seems that during the relocation of the 

bridgehead, the crew would stay on the 9th floor attacking the fire there, until 

out of air, then to return to the ground, leaving just a charged hose up at the 

9th floor - with no firefighters! 

However on reading [Fire Investigation team report 3.178 on page 56 and 

3.194 on page 60] FF Mechen and FF Mason left the hose in position at 17.02 

for 6 minutes whilst re-setting an ADSU on the BA set, as the fire was almost 

out, and they returned to the bridgehead (wherever it was at that time) then 

back to the 9th floor at 17.08 hrs. 

Some 45 minutes after the first 999 call, and with so many desperate calls 

being received about people trapped in flats 79 and 81 on the 11th floor, the 

incident commander (SM Cartwright who was soon to hand over to GM 

Freeman): ought to have considered sending someone up to the 11th and 12th 

floors to assess the situation. If firefighting was permitted for firefighters on 

the 9th floor, with fires below them, then it would have been even more 

compelling to allow someone to go above the 9th floor, where there were 

clearly people trapped. Especially if they had Breathing Apparatus, which 

those trapped didn’t! 

Dayana’s husband Rafael was outside the west side of the block at 17.03 hrs 

and saw her at the bedroom window of flat 81 trying to move the mattress, 

with one hand over her mouth (Fire Investigation team report 3.182 on page 

56 ). Rafael pointed out the flat to a firefighter and told him the floor it was on 

and how far it was from the staircase [Rafael Cervi eight page witness 

statement undated S/212 w/s-B/1 to BS]. 

In my considered opinion it would have been a reasonable and measurable risk 

to have committed a team of firefighters to the 11th floor to get an assessment 

of conditions at that time. Obviously those trapped were still breathing 

because they were speaking on their mobile phones to Control and others, and 
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remained untouched by the fire at the time. Firefighters, as I said previously, 

would have had the benefit of Breathing Apparatus, which those who were 

trapped did not. 

Incident Commanders had been frequently reminded that one person was 

trapped in flat 79 on the 11th floor and 5 people (at one time it was 9) were 

trapped in the bathroom of flat 81 on the 11th floor. 

I do not wish to underestimate the extreme pressures being faced by the 

Incident Commanders at this fire. Very few fire officers would have ever faced 

anything like this kind of situation with fire and smoke spreading throughout 

many floors of the building and the volume of information being passed, and 

as GM Freeman said in his witness statement: "My view was that i] we did not 

put the]ire out, it would spread to the whole building" [GM Freeman’s witness 

statement S/166 w/s-D/296]. 

Subsequently, either when the next compartment was breached or when the 

bridgehead was moved down, GM Freeman was briefed by SM Cartwright and 

WM Howling at 17.04 hrs who sent a further assistance message on their 

behalf "make pumps 12, aerials 2" [Fire Investigation team report 3.185 on 

page 57 ]. It is my view that the need for EDBA was going to become a 

requirement, and should have been asked for sooner. There is some doubt 

whether the mobilising of twelve pumps, automatically ’triggers’ the 

mobilisation of two Fire Rescue Units, which carry an EDBA crew. 

5. Fire spread into the 11th floor corridor and rescue of the Nuhus 

The first visual evidence of smoke in the 11th floor corridor was observed 

emitting from the Iouvered vent at the north end of the building at 17.05 hrs 

[NS/1 Video recording], meaning that fire had penetrated the corridor from 

flat 79 (Catherine’s flat) on the 11th floor. 
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Photo 
No: 64 

[ Oi’iginal lma~e N’o: DSC_6794.JPG (BRE Global) D~[~e ~ak~l: 09/07t09 13:35:71h,’~ 

oa~er 01112f2011 
Page 64 Aathor: Peter Mansi 

Meanwhile, the first reports of smoke entering the bathroom via the 

extraction system of Dayana’s flat 81 were at 16.57 hrs. Mr Nuhu, who was 

sheltering there was unable to completely stop smoke entering the bathroom 

and went upstairs to the 12th floor level and onto the east balcony. Mrs Nuhu 

then joined her husband and was followed by their two children. 
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At 17.09 hrs Mr Nuhu and family were seen shouting from the balcony of flat 

81 on the twelfth floor with a makeshift escape rope. This prompted a call for 

action from the public and firefighters outside the East block, and SM 

Cartwright (on GM Freeman’s instructions) arranged for the Aerial Platform to 

be sited close by on the North East corner of the block. Whilst the aerial 

ladder would not reach the balcony on the 12th floor, it was able to get level 

with the 11th floor [Daniel Sharpe’s witness statement]. This was close 

enough for the operators to give the Nuhus reassurance, whilst spraying a 

water curtain onto any smoke which issued from the north end of the building. 

GM Freeman’s plan was to get the Aerial on to the west side of the building as 

well. 

At the same time a firefighting crew from New Cross wearing standard BA 

were tasked to make their way from the ground to the 12th floor to effect the 

rescue of the Nuhu family. Initially they were ordered to the 6th floor then the 

8th floor which proved to be wrong, and subsequently they made their way to 

the 12th floor balcony where they attempted to break the glass of the balcony 

door to gain entry onto the balcony itself. They did this because keys they had 

would not open the security doors. 

Mr Nuhu saw the firefighters and shouted to ask if they wanted him to open 

the balcony door from the inside, to which they replied yes. 

However, there was still no firefighting or search and rescue on the 11th floor. 

[GM Freeman tasked SM Glenny to gather information on the flats where 

persons were reported trapped: he had not been informed that FF Mullins had 

carried out this task 30 minutes earlier and that WM Payton still had a list of 

those]. 
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Photo 
No: 29 

Description 
Ma" and Mrs NUHU can be seen trying to at*raet attention to themselves on the 

12th floor east elevation escape balcony. 

Original Image No: IMGP5619.JPG (Whitmore) Date taken: 03/07/09 17:09:13hrs 

The crew had been required to break through a number of security doors on 

the ascent in order to complete the task; it seems this was because the keys 

they had were not working (or there were problems with the doors 

themselves). 
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CM Ford, who was in charge of the crew, states: "It was smokey but they [the 

Nuhus] could manage and we were going to go back to flat 81. We went down 

one flight with them [the Nuhus], but as we went to return Wayne’s whistle 

went off telfing him he is low on air. At the same time the family were 

screaming so we went down two flights and caught up with the family." [LFB 

Operational Response Report Final Nov 2012 page 52 Appendix Ref 60 

statement 71 CM Ford]. 

I make the following observations: 

1. The crew undertaking this task to rescue the Nuhus were wearing standard 

BA, and they were within a few metres of entering flat 81 at the 12th floor 

balcony level, which at this time (17.15 to 17.30 hrs) was an area relatively 

unaffected by fire; its occupants were still alive in the lower floor bathroom, 

albeit having suffered some smoke inhalation. If the crew had not have run 

out of air, the occupants of flat 81 would probably have been assisted up the 

fiat’s internal stairs to the balcony and then to safety down the main block 

staircase, with or shortly after the Nuhus. 

2. A repeat attempt should have been made to the 12th floor balcony, and if 

firefighters did not know that they had got so close to flat 81 they should have 

known. A second attempt even in standard BA would not have had the delays 

of forced entry and wrong floors which the first crew had experienced. And 

significantly, as families and others were in touch with the occupants of flat 81 

by mobile phone, then they ought to have been able to tell them to go to the 

10th floor balcony where the Nuhu family had just been rescued and led to 

safety by firefighters. 

3. An Extended duration BA crew should have been sent in the first place: the 

Lewisham Fire and Rescue Unit (which had EDBA) were in attendance at 17.02 

hrs, which was before the New Cross team were committed to the task! 

[Schedule of LFB Units and Crews]. 

Unfortunately it seems that whilst escorting the Nuhus down to safety, CM 

Ford came across another Standard BA crew of Baker, Keefe and England, 
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which had just extinguished a reignited fire in flat ~ on the ¯ floor, when 

they were told by CM Ford of the people trapped in flat 81 on the 11th floor 

[Fire Investigation team report 3.248.1 page 70]. They arrived at the 11th floor 

corridor at 17.36 hrs (2 minutes before the last recorded conversation of 

Dayana and 7 minutes before the last recorded conversation with Helen). They 

did not go to the 12th floor (and the relatively safe) balcony access to flat 81 

which CM Ford’s crew had successfully located. Instead they went to the 11th 

floor lower corridor access where they were (not surprisingly) confronted with 

a well established raging fire, and from where there was little or no chance of 

rescuing the occupants of flat 81 [LFB Operational Response Report Final Nov 

2012 page 53 Appendix Ref 1 - 9.2.2 and 9.2.5 at 17.33hrs and 17.41 hrs]. 

The subsequent EDBA crew of CM Niblett, FFs Towler, Gilbert and Geddes 

similarly went to the 11th floor corridor access, and again were faced with no 

opportunity to carry out rescues due to the severity of the fire 

[LFB Operational Response Report Final Nov 2012 page 53 Appendix Ref 1 - 

9.2.2 and 9.2.5 at 17.33 hrs and 17.41 hrs]. 

Unfortunately these two well intended and hard worked crews missed the last 

chance to have possibly saved the two families sheltering in flat 81. It would 

seem certain that none of these crews were told there was a safer access from 

the upstairs 12th floor balcony, and really, they should have been. 

Earlier, just before 17.04 hrs, the 4th Incident Commander, Group Manager 

Martin Freeman took over command from SM Cartwright. GM Freeman in fact 

arranged for the first EDBA crew to be committed to the 11th floor. 

6. Consolidation of Command after GM Freeman takes over as Incident 

Commander 

GM Freeman, according to his statement, and his actions, seemed to bring 

some new dynamism into play and he decided that exceptional situations call 

for exceptional solutions, balancing the risk to his crews against the likely 

failure and consequence of doing nothing. He says: 
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"1 knew that our procedures were not clear on how we deal with an incident 

involving a single staircase which was smoke logged along with smoke logging 

throughout the building, fire on a number of floors and a large number of 

people requiring rescue." 

He then received a briefing from SM Foster who was in charge of the 

bridgehead on the ground floor. 

GM Freeman says: "He briefed me that the staircase was untenable and that 

there was smoke throughout the staircase to at least as low as the 4th floor. 

This affected my plan. I wanted to set up jets on aft three floors to protect the 

crews that were going in. Firefighters were entering the building to go to a 

number of floors for firefighting and rescue. This meant that firefighters had to 

travel up the staircase and go above the fires. This affected their safety. Taking 

into account my responsibifity of rescuing the public and also to protect the 

firefighters I had to decide the level of risk that firefighters would be taking by 

being committed to those areas. It was clear to me that there was a high risk 

of an injury or loss of life to firefighters by my actions but I decided it was right 

for me to commit the firefighters to the floors above the fires to attempt to 

rescue the people trapped on the upper floors, The firefighters could have 

become trapped, disorientated, suffer from heat stress or exhaustion or may 

have run out of air in their breathing apparatus due to the layout and size of 

the building. This meant that I had to commit crews to fight the fires and 

protect their escape and the evacuation of the pubfic down the staircase." 

[GM Freeman’s witness statement 13 April 2010 S/166 S/167 pages 2 and 

3]. 

By this point there were about 64 firefighters at Lakanal House. However, this 

approach (i.e. committing firefighters to the floors above the fires) ought to 

really have been taken earlier: although there would have been fewer 

firefighters on site, there were enough to search the floors above the fire, and 

the risk to firefighters themselves would probably have been lower. 
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GM Freeman was in the process of committing the first team of EDBA wearers 

along with a HART team (ambulance paramedics trained in wearing BA) when 

DAC Chidgey arrived and received a briefing. 

At 17.19 hrs DAC Chidgey took over and became the 5th Incident Commander; 

he agreed with the plan and made GM Freeman the Operations Commander. 

As mentioned previously the EDBA team and HART team made their way up 

the stairs to the 11th floor corridor at 17.33 hrs, which was 5 minutes before 

the last recorded phone contact with Dayana and 10 minutes before the last 

recorded telephone contact with Helen. They joined the earlier team of 

firefighters wearing standard BA, and who were attacking a very severe fire in 

the corridor and ceiling of the 11th floor, where they had arrived at 17.36 hrs 

[Fire Investigation team 3.249 page 71]. 

At the time of arrival of the standard BA wearing team both Dayana and Helen 

were still alive, but neither team had gone to the 12th floor access to flat 81, 

from where the Nuhus had exited, and from where they would have more 

likely been able to effect a rescue. 

The fire in the corridor of the 11th floor was of such proportions that the crews 

would take some time to gain entry, and the five persons trapped there would 

not have been able to exit safely via the 11th floor corridor. This was linked to 

the non availability of plans of the layout of floors and confusion over access. 

With DAC Chidgey as Incident Commander and GM Freeman as Operations 

Commander, there was an identified need for a clear and robust command 

structure, and a need to improve the management of the bridgehead, shortage 

of Watch Commanders, and a clearer search plan [IC Briefing Handwritten 

Notes - 14th July 2009]. 

However, by this point the 30 minutes of minimal firefighting activity which 

occurred earlier (in particular the minimal search and rescue which had been 

performed during the bridgehead relocation) had taken its toll. The smoke 

logged corridors and staircase had also severely hampered operations. 
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(At times when the staircase and corridors were affected by smoke, 

consideration might have been given to using positive pressure fans to try to 

reduce smoke logging, as referred to in (Generic Risk Assessment 3.2 High Rise 

Firefighting version 2 September 2008, page 20). 

A serious fire situation on the 11th floor corridor was holding up search and 

rescue. The possibility of a gas pipe fuelling the fire on the 11th floor was 

reported by crews and Gas Company officials attended but the process was 

lengthy and largely unsuccessful. 

There was some confusion over which flats on which floors had been searched, 

and a systemic recording of flat searches was established utilising the staircase 

wall of the block to record information. 

A photograph of this chart is shown below. Although it is difficult to read from 

this photograph, nonetheless it does indicate that a system of recording flats 

and searches was in place. 
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Confidential 

Photograph 14,13,003MS taken on the t0/7109 iMichael Stevens 506115 MP5 

Conclusion o Command information management at the bridgehead 

4,5.12 Key command information was directed to the focal point of operations, the bridgehead. 

After 1647hrs there were di~culties in recording and communicating complex c~:mm~nd 

i ff fS?-~~fo~-I ~7g~-p ~id was n 6t ~d~:h~t~ ~f ~i ng wal [~t ~t hi~d- 

floor of Lakanai to record information was later implemented. There was no adequate m~ans of 

recording command information at the bridgehead. 

Command information management for complex search operations. 

4.5.13 At 1647krs crews were committed to f~refight]ng and conducting search operations. The 
reported fiat numbers where assistance was required all appear to have been communicated to the 
officers commanding the search operations at the bridgehead. The fires breaking out below the 7Lh 
floor interrupted those search operations. 

’WM PA YTON in formed me by radio that an additional 4 BA crews would be required at the 

bridgehead, in response ~o thi~ my plan was to allocate BA crews from E331, 

H222 to him to fight the fires above the bd@ehead and to instigate ~ search sector with zhe 

~trea@ identified ~at~ to be located as a matter of priority. However, the #re spread to the 5th 

~nd #h floors made the bridgehead position on the 7th floor untenable.’ 

Appendix Re£ 26 ~tatement 734 WM Howling page 3 

’1 assessed the situation and received an updated situation report from the junior officers already 

deployed, and made the decision that further resources would need to be deployed.’ 

Appendix Re£" 37 Sta tement 52 W?~I Pa2Con page 2 

Final November 2012 
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I summarise this phase of the fifth change in Incident Commander as follows: 

DAC Chidgey and GM Freeman had arrived at a stage when some major 

decisions needed to be taken to recover from a bad period when fires were 

developing unchecked. Due to having to move the bridgehead to ground level, 

BA crews were only getting minimum use from wearing standard BA, because 

of long travel distances to undertake search tasks. There was a new 

determination to face up to the risks, and to commit firefighters or risk losing 

the building and a lot of people. 

There previously appeared to have been some reticence towards directing 

crews up to the 11th floor, where the fire had clearly spread to, and where the 

regularly repeated flat numbers 79 and 81 were to be found. No crew or 

individual seems to be recorded anywhere as having looked above the fire 

floor. (although WM Howling did instruct this to take place at around 16.37hrs, 

but it didn’t happen) 

Normal practice would be to check above the fire floor at an early stage. 

At 18.17 hrs DAC Chidgey asked to ’make FRU’s -six’ which essentially means 

six teams of EDBA wearers to continue the search and firefighting which was 

considerable on the 11th floor. Additionally there were numerous calls from 

people on balconies and in flats asking to be assisted out of their flats to 

safety. Numerous crews were consistently at work on the upper floors. 

The final change of Incident Commander was BM Turek who became Incident 

Commander at 18.19 hrs. 

Interestingly, this was now two hours after the first call to the Fire Brigade, and 

BM Turek said in his witness statement (w/s-D/458 - S/389 10th May 2010), in 

answer to a question about whether he was aware of the increasing urgency of 

occupants in flat 79 and 81: "everyone was a priority and I was unaware that 

there were any cases that were more of a priority than others". He also said in 

the same statement: ./do not recall any significant detail regarding the fire 

survival calls. I was not familiar with the term at the time" (which is surprising). 

This serves to support my earlier comments that the frequent changes of 

Incident Commanders were not necessarily helpful because information and 

priorities got lost during the transition. 
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Between 18.20 and 18.30 hrs firefighters forced entry to flat 81 and located 

Dayana, Felipe and Michelle in the bathroom and passed them to Hart team in 

main stairs lobby [Fire Investigation Team Report 30/3/2012 page 81]. 

At 18.46 hrs BM Turek sent a message to control: "make pumps 18- FRU’s 9" 

which indicates that he still considered more resources were required to 

complete the operations. 

For some reason crews failed during this first search, to find Helen and Thais 

who were also in the bathroom. CM Rose went back into the bathroom for a 

second time and located Helen, but not Thais. He then suddenly became 

unwell and was taken downstairs and outside for treatment by ambulance 

crews. He had failed to notify his crew of the finding of Helen, who was later 

discovered with Thais on a further search between 20.54 and 21.09 hrs [Fire 

Investigation Team Report 30/3/2012 page 95]. 

Catherine was found upstairs in flat 79 approximately one to two metres from 

the East Elevation Balcony Door at 20.51 hrs [Fire Investigation Team Report 

30/3/2012 page 94]. 

Assessment of LFB’s Response to Catherine Hickman’s 999 call 

I now deal separately with how Catherine Hickman’s 999 call was dealt with by 

Control. 

Catherine Hickman’s 999 call began at 16.21. Early on she told the Control 

Officer, Sheila Ann Lewis: "1 am at Flat 79, and the flat below me there’s 

flames coming out of the window; to which FCO Lewis replied: "Right OK, you 

need to stay in your flat.., the fire brigade are on the way to you now." [extract 

from Control Room transcript]. 

The advice in place from Southwark Borough Council (SBC) for 

residents/tenants at Lakanal House was given by the issuing of a handbook in 

2004. It said to leave your flat if a fire breaks out, and to call 999. If there is a 

fire somewhere else in the building, it may be safer for you to stay in your 

home. Many purpose built flats and maisonettes have fire safety measures 
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built into them. But if heat or smoke affects your home, get out at once and 

close the windows and doors behind you. 

However this guidance is given on the assumption that the premises comply 

with the Building Regulations and the requirements of the Regulatory Reform 

(Fire Safety) Order 2005, with suitable management and maintenance 

procedures in place (see reminder letter [Appendix 5] sent to London Borough 

Housing Departments, Housing Associations and other social housing providers 

in London, immediately after the incident). 

My professional opinion in relation to the advice given to Catherine by Fire 

Control Officer S A Lewis, having read all the transcripts is as follows: 

The fire was not in Catherine’s flat at the time of her call, but smoke and 

flames were threatening the flat from outside. This situation falls somewhere 

in between the guidance either to get out and stay out when your own flat is 

on fire, or to stay put and be rescued by the fire brigade when the fire is 

somewhere else in the building. 

Catherine by all accounts, and by the way she responded, seems to have been 

someone who preferred to be led rather than to lead. She gave the impression 

that she wanted guidance and help rather than being assertive and challenging 

the proposed actions. It was clear to me that the time of her call to the fire 

brigade, and the proximity of her flat to the main staircase, meant that she 

should have been able to escape the flat to the main staircase and descend it 

to safety before conditions in the staircase became untenable; but as the 

seconds ticked by the options became less as the fire and smoke increased. 

CM John Clarke’s assessment of smoke conditions on the 9th and 10th floors 

(the floors below Catherine) appeared to have been conducive to escaping 

[CM J Clarke’s witness statement S/315 w/s-D/51 refers]. So if Catherine had 

tried to escape the flat as soon as she had seen smoke and fire outside the 

window on the west side of the building, in all probability she would have been 

successful. According to the [BRE report] the lock to the front door to her flat 

still contained the key, and was in the open position, although for some reason 

she was subsequently unable to open it. (possibly because she had placed 
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towels or similar on the floor to prevent smoke penetration, which then 

prevented its opening) 

FCO Lewis was made aware that Catherine’s flat was a maisonette with two 

floors (see entries at 16:23:47; 16:25:02; 16:25:36; 16:30:55) but appears not 

have appreciated Catherine’s explicit reference to the fact that the balconies 

they discussed were in fact escape balconies (see entry for 16:32:40) which led 

to the central stairwell (see entries at 16:32:57- 16:33:02) otherwise I surmise 

that the FCO would have possibly tested out this option by asking Catherine to 

attempt an exit via the least smoke affected balcony. 

Once it was appreciated that smoke (16:23:35; 16:25:02) and subsequently fire 

(16:32:49 possibly and 16:38:11 certainly) had entered the flat, the stay put 

advice needed to have changed to exploration of all possible escape routes. 

The FCO seemed to opt for the stay put policy in preference to the primary 

advice in the Fire Service Circular 10/93 [LFB Policy 790] and all other guidance, 

namely to get out and stay out. This preference appears to be on the basis of 

an "unflinching belief" within the control room which had displaced the official 

guidance. This belief was apparently founded on the usual experience gained 

from experienced Fire Safety Officers (see Harry Simmons inquest witness 

interview p 148 12th Feb - day 21) that the fire would be contained for at least 

an hour in the fire flat, and that once the LFB were on the fire ground rescue 

would be imminent. I have no doubt that would be the experience of most if 

not all in the Control room, but the official fire survival guidance reflects a 

broader experience and caters for the significantly less than 1% where those 

assumptions do not materialise. The FCO appears to have relied on those two 

assumptions, which unfortunately turned out not to be correct in this case, 

fortified by a subjective but incorrect assumption that there was no tenable 

means of escape available for Catherine, certainly in the first 25 minutes of the 

conversation. Given the variation in operators’ approaches, the lack of regular 

reinforcement by refresher training in the principles of Fire Survival Guidance 

appears to have been a critical issue. 

I must add, however, that in advising Catherine to stay put the FCO undertook 

the task with great skill and warmth. 

On the other hand, I am critical of the fact that though Catherine made very 

clear that she was in the flat directly above flat 65 (the seat of the fire and the 
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cause of the LFB’s attendance) that information was never passed to the fire 

ground. Whose fault this was is not clear. 

Before closing this matter, I should point out that there is a need to reinforce 

the difference between the Fire Survival Guidance (as contained in Fire Service 

Circular 10/93 and LFB policy 790), and the ’Stay put’ policy, found in Fire 

Safety Guidance in BS 5588 part 1: 1990, which was the standard for designing 

new flats and maisonettes at the time of Lakanal; 

Which states in para 3.3 Fire development outside the dwelling." 

"b) A fire in an occupied flat or maisonette is discovered by the occupants, who 

make their way out and leave the door closed, presumably then giving the 

alarm. 

The fire should present little or no risk to the occupants of other dwellings if 

they remain within their own dwelling as it will not break out of the dwelling of 

origin for some considerable time (during which, no doubt, the fire service will 

deal with the fire)." 

I am of the view that when Harry Simmons referred on page 148 of his Inquest 

interview to "the knowledge that we were given by experienced Fire Safety 

Officers", that he had confused the distinction between Fire Safety Policy 

underpinning the design of new flats and maisonettes at the time (BS 5588 

part 1: 1990), and the Fire Survival Guidance given in (Fire Service Circular 

10/93 and LFB policy 790) probably believing that emanating from experienced 

Fire Safety Officers, to have primacy over any other guidance. 

Assessment of LFB’s Knowledge of the Building and Pre-planning 

I now assess LFB’s knowledge of the building and pre-planning. 

Before I do so, I note that the only means of escape from flats other than the 

central corridor on each floor was the escape balconies. Residents did not 

generally use these balconies because it would mean going past other 

residents’ living rooms and kitchens, intruding on their privacy [see Mr Nuhu’s 

statement C124-139 $202 and 202A 882-897]. Many residents’ statements 

say they were not familiar with where these balconies led to, or that they were 
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in fact an emergency exit from their flat. I have noted from the witness 

statements of members of all three emergency services, that without the 

availability of clear plans of the building, floor numbers were confused with 

’storeys’, and flat numbers did not ’match’ floor levels. For example, front door 

entry to flat ¯ was on the ~ floor, and its living accommodation was on 

the ~ floor. Flat 79 was immediately above flat ¯ with its front door on 

the eleventh floor and its living accommodation on the twelfth floor. 

Significantly both of these flats were located closest to the central staircase 

and lobby on the North corridor, as was Flat ~11 where the Nuhu family resided. 

Firefighters and Mr Nuhu later referred to these flats as being ’upside down’. 

The locations and access to ground and upper floors of the flats appeared to 

be understood in the main by some of the local Peckham fire crews attending 

the fire, who had previously undertaken information gathering visits (7(2)d 

visits) as well as attended operational incidents. However, even the 

firefighters who knew there were escape balconies were not entirely sure of 

the access to them [see CM Willett’s statement in Operational Response 

Report- 17 Statement 70a], 

I consider that these are matters which should have been part of the 

information gathering considerations made by station personnel in accordance 

with LFB policy 633 High rise Firefighting, policy 521. However, before the 

fire, no prepared documented pre-planning information was deemed by the 

crews to have been needed in written format for these premises. Policy 

dictates this is a decision made on the professional judgment and experience 

of brigade officers, presumably local to the risk. 

A previous serious fire at Lakanal House in 1997 had not prompted the need to 

prepare detailed pre-planning information. This was possibly because the fire 

had not spread beyond the compartment where the fire started [Operational 

Response protect/policy 10.1 pages 61/62]. 

DAC Chidgey, in his witness statement [MG 11 (T) page 1, dated 14 May 2010] 

said that it would have been unusual for a residential block to have identified 

any special hazard or risks which would warrant recording in the A010 

operational information folder. 
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That there was no A010 operational information folder for Lakanal carried in 

the local fire appliances, and no LFB information box situated at the premises 

turned out to be very significant as the incident unfolded (firefighters did not 

always know which flats were where). The reason for this is explained and 

justified in the LFB’s [Operational Response Report Final November 2011, at 

3.4 conclusions], which says this was because there had not been a previous 

fire at the building which spread outside the fire compartment, and there was 

no expectation of that being the case on this occasion. People not affected by 

a fire in another flat would likely be expected to remain in their own flat until 

the fire is extinguished. It was determined that there was no other known risk 

critical information which warranted recording as a consequence of routine 

visits by firefighting crews (such as for example flammable materials stored). 

To some extent this was partly vindicated by the first crews arriving at the fire 

scene within 3 minutes of receiving the call; connection to a hydrant then to a 

dry riser main, hose and firefighting equipment being taken to a bridgehead on 

the 7th floor from which a firefighting hose was taken to flat ¯ on the ~ 

floor by personnel wearing breathing apparatus was all accomplished within a 

ten minute period from being alerted at the fire station. This is despite the 

problem of there being only one working lift available, which also did not 

permit firefighter autonomous control. 

Had the failures in the building’s fire resistance and problems arising with the 

ventilation system not occurred, or had the building had automatic sprinkler 

protection installed, then the absence of a detailed plan of the building and its 

layout and flat numbers would not have been so significant because the fire in 

flat ¯ would have likely been extinguished without spread. 

I would therefore concur with the pre-planning conclusions reached in the LFB 

Operational Response Report, for ’pre 16.47 hrs’ and I would agree that the 

sequence of events indicates that the initial crews attending the Lakanal fire 

from E37 Peckham, were familiar with the building and its firefighting 

installations and understood the building, having set in to the dry rising main 

and established a bridgehead on the 7th floor within 10 minutes of receiving 

the call at the station. 
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The only recorded departure from LFB policy 633 was that a second crew (to 

cover the initial crew with a firefighting hose) from a lower level was not in 

place before the first crew was committed, although it was in place quickly 

afterwards, so I have no criticism of this. In fact it shows that deviation from 

policy is justified in appropriate circumstances. 

The lift is something which is mentioned in the National Generic Risk 

Assessment, and plays an important part in the safe transportation of 

firefighters and their equipment to and from the upper floors, reducing fatigue 

and time. Two points should have been known about the lifts from pre- 

planning: that only one lift (out of two) was in operation, and that the fire 

fighting control facility was either not functioning or not provided on the 

working lift. This is important because it delayed firefighter operations which 

likely contributed to the outcome of firefighting and rescue operations (in 

particular once the bridgehead had to be moved down to the third floor and 

subsequently outside on the ground floor). The evidence is that firefighters 

were almost in a state of collapse from the arduous firefighting on top of the 

extensive travel to and from the Ground to the 11th floor. 

Pre-planning Conclusions: 

The absence of a premises information board, with detailed plans of the flats, 

layout and numbers, might not have been a problem for the first crews 

attending given that the attack on the fire in flat I~ on the ninth floor was 

largely going to plan. However, it was a major and critical obstacle for crews 

arriving later, who were unfamiliar with the building, and who it appears from 

all the witness statements had no clear understanding of where Flats 79, 80 

and 81 were located in relation to the fire, the floors, and each other, or that 

they were two floor maisonettes and could have been accessed at both the 

eleventh and the twelfth Floor levels [CM John Clarke four page statement 

S/318 w/s-D/S4; John Howling’s eight page Witness statement - 13 May 

2010 MG 11 (T) page 3]. 

It is worth noting however, that there was signage indication marked on the 

staircase at every alternate floor level above the first landing after the even 
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numbered floors, showing the numbers of the flats located on the odd 

numbered floors above (see below): 

Taken with my own camera at the visit on the 6th December 2012 

On the eleventh floor: 

Taken with my own camera at the visit on the 6th December 2012, showing 

that flats 79, 80, 81 and 82 were located on the 11th Floor(presumably these 

were in place at the time of the fire). 
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Comments on Brian Dave¥’s Main Report 

In his report, Brian Davey has followed a logical path through the sequence of 

events and timings, highlighting areas of uncertainty, where further 

information needed to be sought. 

I find some synergy with much of what he has said, particularly in relation to 

the decision not to completely evacuate Lakanal house initially, the pre- 

planning by London Fire Brigade, the available lines of communication to those 

trapped, the frequent changes of Incident Commander without retaining the 

previous IC in the decision making, and his general assessment of a ’stay put’ 

policy. 

Where we differ is essentially in ’emphasis’. 

Brian Davey has closely examined London Fire Brigade’s procedures at this 

incident and whether it followed Policy and Guidance, taking account of 

National Guidelines; whereas in my report, I have concentrated more closely at 

potential opportunities which might have been taken or missed. 

I have challenged how the fire could have been allowed to freely develop 

above the ninth and tenth floors, for an hour, before any attempt at 

intervention was made, either for rescue or firefighting. (Bearing in mind that I 

am a former professional firefighter myself, and I am aware of the extreme 

difficulties faced at this fire tragedy). 

I will address my comments in the main, to Section 10 Conclusions of Brian 

Davey’s report, reverting to the earlier sections, where necessary for detail. 

1. The first point where we may differ in emphasis, is under ’Opportunities 

to consider the escape options available to Catherine Hickman’ Whilst 

agreeing that there was only a limited time for Catherine to escape, and 

she had reported "orange everywhere" at 16.32hrs. and "I can’t open the 

door" at 16.35hrs, she was then down at the lower level of her 

maisonette, close to the 11th floor corridor, and at that time 19 

firefighters were in attendance with 26 firefighters in attendance 3 

minutes later at 16.38hrs; some eleven minutes before Catherine’s last 

discernible words in her 999 call. At 16.50 hrs. 39 firefighters were 

in attendance, which was 5 mins before the point at which Catherine 

might have been retrieved or resuscitated. I am of the opinion that a 

’snatch rescue’ ought to have been attempted, and whilst it might have 
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failed, and been too late for Catherine in any case; and that in so doing, 

other vital tasks would have necessarily been left; I must ask the 

question: "what more important priority could there have been than to 

go to the aide of someone who from the outset had told the Fire Control 

that they were trapped in their flat, with smoke entering, the flat was 

number 79, on the 11th floor, it was directly above the flat on fire which 

was on the 9th floor?" After all the only firefighting taking place was by 

two crews in Breathing Apparatus on the 9th floor. Had such an attempt 

been made at that time, the crews could well have located the other nine 

people who were also trapped on the 11th floor, and would have certainly 

been able to make an assessment of the extent of the developing fire 

spread on that floor. 

The second point where we may differ in emphasis, is under "Prevention 

of the development and spread of the fire" I agree that there was a 

prompt 999 call; the doors inside flat ¯ were open ; there was no 

automatic fire sprinkler system in the building, (I believe the importance 

of this factor to both occupant and firefighter safety should have been 

developed in Brian’s report). In these circumstances the fire was going to 

spread until intervention by the LFB. 

The fire did establish itself in bedroom 1 of flat 79 at 16.30hrs, incredibly 

after panels exposed to flame for 4 mins 30secs! At this time I would 

agree that the 19 firefighters on scene were unlikely to have been able to 

both carry out a ’snatch rescue’ AND tackle the fire in bedroom 1 of flat 

79. However there was an urgent need to undertake one of these tasks, 

as the situation worsened. (The ’snatch rescue’ attempt would have 

been favoured). 

The third point where we may differ in emphasis is again under 

"Prevention of the development and spread of the fire" where it states 

in the third paragraph of Brian Davey’s report: "Given the number of 

tasks that the available crews completed over the first 30 minutes, they 

could not have prevented the fire involving the staircase in flat 79 unless 

they had excluded all other instructions and requests for assistance." 

As referred to earlier, at 16.50 hrs, there were 39 firefighters in 

attendance, and whatever the other tasks were which available crews 

completed, BEFORE the moving of the bridgehead, there could not have 
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been many of a higher priority than fighting the fire in flat 79, 

considering that the only other firefighting was in flat ~ 

Similarly, in relation to the fourth paragraph of this section, which states: 

" In order to prevent the fire from penetrating the boxing in beneath the 

stairs of flat 81, the LFB would have needed to have gained entry to the 

11th floor with fire fighting crews well before 17:20 and to have either 

prevented the fire spreading from flat 79 or extinguished such fire as had 

spread from it." This is one hour into the fire, and at 17.20hrs, 64 

firefighters were in attendance, and a full half hour had been lost, during 

which time only intermittent firefighting had continued in flat U on the 

I1~ floor; with no firefighting or search and rescue having taken place 

above the fire floor. So the question to be asked was why weren’t 

firefighters committed above the floor on fire? 

The moving of the bridgehead, is given as a reason for not being able to 

commit firefighters above the floor on fire, because they could become 

cut off, despite the fact that it seemed an acceptable risk to take for 

firefighters to operate outside policy guidance at the 9th floor level with 

back up during this crisis, but not for any of the other crews to use the 

half hour period of non-firefighting activity to assess the desperate 

situation developing of the FSG callers trapped above the fire floor, and 

for whom there had been numerous repeat appeals for help. This 

should have been recognised by sending a team above the fire floor to 

assist those who were supposedly classed as ’priority’. 

(So far as dynamic risk assessment is concerned there is considerably less 

risk to the firefighter with a BA set on, than there is to those trapped in 

the smokey flat with reduced oxygen, and no Breathing Apparatus). 

A discussion needs to be had about whether the bridgehead is a point at 

which firefighters shouldn’t go above without Breathing Apparatus, or 

whether they shouldn’t go above when fire is below, irrespective of 

wearing Breathing Apparatus or not). There is scope for further research 

on this matter. 

The fourth point where we may differ in emphasis is found in the main 

body of Brian Davey’s report, on page 9, in relation to the role of the 

aerial platforms at this incident. I am not convinced that the plan for 

these appliances was for rescue rather than firefighting, and as I have 
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alluded to in my own report, initially it appeared firefighters thought the 

ALP would not be of much use, missing the chance to use as a water 

curtain onto the fire from outside, early on in the fire, which might have 

prevented it spreading from bedroom 1 of flat 79 to the remainder of the 

flat and into the 11th floor corridor. When the Old Kent Road ALP was 

used, it was positioned where it could not be used to full effect, on the 

East side of the building (it would have been more use where the 

Greenwich ALP was later placed, close to the West side of the building). 

He doesn’t question London’s rationale for Aerial Ladder provision, nor 

that these didn’t reach the highest floors. 

The fifth point where we may differ is in relation to "Opportunities to 

rescue the occupants of the bathroom of flat 81" on page 53 of Brian 

Davey’s report. The third paragraph states: "1 cannot express a firm view 

on who, if anyone, within flat 81 would have been saved had more 

resources been deployed or the crew of 4 fire fighters not been split, 

given: the hostile environment within the building; the limited air supply 

that fire fighters would have had available to them by the time they 

reached the 12th floor; and the uncertainty over the last time when the 

route from the balcony to the bathroom would have been viable." 

The crew undertaking this task to rescue the Nuhus were wearing 

standard BA, and they were within a few metres of entering flat 81 at 

the 12th floor balcony level, which at this time (17.15 to 17.30 hrs) was 

an area relatively unaffected by fire; its occupants were still alive in the 

lower floor bathroom, albeit having suffered some smoke inhalation. If 

the crew had not have run out of air, the occupants of flat 81 would 

probably have been assisted up the fiat’s internal stairs to the balcony, 

and then to safety down the main block staircase, with or shortly after 

the Nuhus. 

A repeat attempt should have been made to the 12th floor balcony, and 

if firefighters did not know that they had got so close to flat 81 they 

should have known. A second attempt even in standard BA would not 

have had the delays of forced entry and wrong floors which the first 
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crew had experienced. 

The reality is however that an Extended duration BA crew should have 

been sent in the first place: the Lewisham Fire and Rescue Unit (which 

had EDBA) were in attendance at 17.02 hrs, which was before the New 

Cross team were committed to the task! [Schedule of LFB Units and 

Crews]. 

In fact, given the mobile phone communication with the families in flat 

81, it is difficult to comprehend that the occupants of flat 81 didn’t 

learn of the Nuhu’s escape and to be advised to follow suit! 

The sixth point I would wish to make on Brian Davey’s report, is not 

about where we may differ, but the fact that the report appears to be 

’silent’ on a few significant matters: 

a) The priority which ought to have been attached to Fire Survival 

Guidance Calls by IC’s, over and above that mentioned on pages 35 

and 36 of Brian Davey’s report. 

b) The point was frequently made in the report that WM Howling gave 

the instruction to CM Clarke to search a list of flats, when the 

instruction should have been given to the OIC bridgehead, whereas 

the significance of not carrying out the instruction, which WM 

Howling gave to CM Clarke, is not referred to at all (P 18, P 26, P 27 

and P 34 of Brian Davey report) 

c) On page 23, 2nd paragraph of the report, it is mentioned: "Similar to 

ICs 3-5, there is no reference to DRA having been carried out and the 

processes associated with this being used to either reassess 

tactics/tasking or to confirm that those in use were appropriate. 

While ICs 1-3 had limited assistance or facilities for recording the 

development of an incident action plan, the later ICs were working 

from a Command Unit/s with the support structure that accompanies 

them." But no mention was made of GM Freeman’s decision to 

depart from procedure and commit crews to all floors of the building, 

potentially putting firefighters at risk. 

d) The frequency of messages from numerous sources about flats 79, 80 

and 81 which failed to materialise into a realistic attempt at either 

rescue or firefighting for over an hour wasn’t specially ’flagged up’, 
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despite the dozens of repeated calls and attempts made to focus on 

the key flats, 79, 80, 81 and 82. 

e) He hasn’t said anything about the half hour lost due to relocating the 

bridgehead when the fire on the 11th floor was left to develop freely. 

Or in fact explained why the bridgehead should prevent crews in BA 

going above the fire floor to assist those trapped who don’t have the 

benefit of BA (i.e. the casualties) 

f) He hasn’t explained how unacceptable it has to be for over an hour 

to pass before any firefighter or extinguishing medium arrives above 

the 10th floor. 

Comments on Brian Davey’s Supplementary Report 

I concur with Brian Davey’s supplementary findings and recommendations in 

general, but in addition to the observations and points I made in my response 

to Brian Davey’s initial report, I would add specific comments about two 

paragraphs in particular of this supplementary report: 

Section 7(2)(D) visits 

At the top of page 5 he mentions the responsibilities of those who work on 

specialist appliances, like the ALP, to look out for appropriate locations to set 

up the ALP and consider what uses it might be put to. 

I believe that practical exercises should also be undertaken to ascertain its 

limitations at these locations. 

Awareness of "fire survival call" procedures 

At the bottom of page 6, and in the recommendations it is suggested that 

those making operational decisions had a limited awareness of the term "fire 

survival call" and that it would be helpful for the LFB to review the training 

given to operational crews about Brigade Control practices and procedures. 

Clearly this applies equally to both Fire Safety and Brigade Control staff, who 

would benefit from clarification of the distinction between a "fire survival" call 

and a "stay put policy" arising from the design principles of new flats and 

maisonettes, under both previous and current British Standards. 
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SUMMARY AND OVERALL CONCLUSIONS: 

As I understand it from my years of Fire Safety Legislation, Lakanal House 

was subject to the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, and the 

responsibility for ensuring adequate fire safety measures rested with the 

owners of the building, London Borough of Southwark Council. Section 20 of 

the London Building Act continued to apply [see Appendix 4]. A suitable risk 

assessment should be undertaken by the ’responsible person’. 

In my opinion it was quite clear from the behaviour of the fire that the inbuilt 

fire safety measures in the structure of the building had been breached, or 

were inadequate and failed to provide for the tenants and others who had 

cause to resort to the building, a safe compartment to protect them from the 

fire, and to give them sufficient time to escape the building in the event of a 

fire occurring therein. 

In my opinion it was the rapid failure of the fire safety measures designed to 

protect the means of escape in the event of a fire, built into the structure of 

Lakanal House and the individual flat compartments, with the subsequent 

spread of fire, which was the primary cause of the deaths of six people on the 

3rd July 2009. 

Having said that, my role is to look at the actions and possible omissions of the 

London Fire Brigade, whether they did all they could reasonably do to save 

people or whether there was a systemic failure or individual failures which 

meant that people who should have been rescued were not saved. 

A number of factors contributed to the difficulties which the LFB faced at this 

fire in addition to the unacceptable fire safety protection provided for the 

occupants in the event of fire: 

1. There was no expectation that the fire would spread outside the 

compartment of the flat as no previous fires in this block had done so 
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(however there are numerous examples I have provided in Appendix 3 

where fires in other tower blocks have spread outside the 

compartment). 

2. It was a hot day, and many of the flats in the block had their windows 

open. 

3. The evidence seems to be that it was also a windy day which contributed 

to the spread of smoke and flame. 

4. The building only had a single staircase which had to be used for both 

firefighters entering the building with their equipment, and occupants 

evacuating the building and in many instances seeking assistance to do 

SO. 

5. If this block was built today it would almost certainly have two staircases 

and would have been required to have automatic fire sprinklers 

installed. A single fire death in a building fitted with a working sprinkler 

system is extremely rare. A multiple fire death is almost unheard of 

anywhere in the world in a sprinklered building!! Following the fire at 

Lakanal House an older Tower Block in Sheffield, housing mainly elderly 

residents was retrofitted with automatic fire sprinklers at a price of 

£1,100 per flat. This cost appears to be proportionate to the risk at 

Lakanal [see Appendix 5]. 

Had Lakanal House been fitted with an automatic sprinkler system, I am 

confident from my experience, that no-one would have died and 

everyone would have been back in their flats the same day, except Flat 

65, which might have been the day after. 

6. The fire in flat 65 spread quickly within its compartment which 

contained plenty of combustibles, and was fanned by wind through 

open windows and doors within the flat; a flashover occurred at about 

16.25 hrs. 

7. Four and a half minutes after the flashover occurred, the flames 

impinged on the panel of the bedroom one of flat 79 above, causing it 

to collapse and allowing flames into bedroom one. 

8. Smoke compromised the 9th and 5th floor corridors and all occupants on 

north corridor of 11th floor were reluctant to evacuate due to smoke 

and fire and the unknown below. 
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9. The belief that the fire will be contained within the flat on fire, without 

spreading, tended to temper the urgency to deal with those claiming to 

be trapped, in my opinion. That belief was unsustainable (at least for 

those outside who could see it) after the fire visibly spread into flat 79 

sometime prior to the photograph timed at 16.40 hrs. The fire was 

reported by Catherine Hickman to have spread at 16.37.40 (she 

reported penetration into flat 79 even earlier at 16.25.02). 

10.The fact that the first crew arrived and got established with a water jet 

onto the fire in flat ¯ within 13 mins of the fire starting was excellent, 

even though there was only one lift working and that had no firefighter 

control. 

11.The belief that the fire could be contained within flat Icaused the LFB 

to just deal with that fire as a priority rather than carry out ’snatch 

rescues’. 

12.Delays to firefighting and search and rescue occurred as firefighters set 

up cordons outside to prevent people being injured from falling debris. 

13.The Incident Commander (WM Howling) was initially given a great 

volume of information about people suffering from smoke inhalation 

and who needed rescuing or reassurance, which made his job difficult. 

14.The difficulty of crews coming from LFB stations unfamiliar with: the 

layout and numbering of the flats and floors, the fact that they were 

maisonettes, and that there was alternative the access via balconies to 

upper floors, and the fact the flats were ’upside down’ with sleeping 

accommodation on the ground floor. 

15.There were no plans for the building which made and search and rescue 

more difficult. 

16. Drop box keys did not open security doors to corridors, or balconies in 

many instances. Some front doors to flats were metal doors which 

delayed access when having to undertake a full search of all rooms. 

Issues with decision making of the LFB: 

Despite the dozens of calls (principally the FSG calls) and the number of 

people outside the building informing the successive Incident 

Commanders that there were people trapped on the 11th floor, there 
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was not one attendance of any firefighter to make an assessment of the 

situation above the 9th floor on the fire side for over an hour after the 

first appliances arrived. Meanwhile 

experience this horrendous ordeal 

reassurance that help was on its way. 

six individuals were left to 

whilst receiving continued 

They seem not to have been 

treated by fire crews on the ground, as priority FSG calls. 

2. Despite the fact the 11th floor was a fire floor from about 16.30 hrs, no 

attempt was made to fight it or conduct search and rescue until 17.30 

hrs. 

3. Successive officers with key roles either as Bridgehead coordinator or 

even Incident Commander (SM Foster, SM Cartwright and BM Turek for 

example) were not made aware of information regarding rescues 

required or the numbers or location of the flats which were seen as the 

highest priority. 

4. When the first crews eventually reached the 11th floor, the fire was 

raging and survival was only a remote chance, utilising the access 

through the 12th floor balcony. 

5. All the occupants of the 11th floor flats needed someone from the fire 

service to lead them out, otherwise they would have gone out on their 

own initiative (as the Nuhus tried to do). 

6. At 16.27 hrs LFB had four pumps and crews in attendance, and it 

appears that one of those not committed to fighting the fire in flat ¯ 

ought to have been directed to assess the situation above the fire floor. 

7. WM Howling shortly afterwards did instruct CM Clarke to make an 

assessment above the fire floor, but there were competing priorities 

with what appeared to be other urgent rescues to be undertaken on the 

9th floor, so his crew was re-prioritised to rescues on the 9th floor and the 

despairing FSG callers trapped on the 11th floor were missed. 

8. When CM Clarke remembered the unfinished task, he only went to the 

10th floor then realised his mistake. By this time his BA warning whistle 

was sounding and he had to abort. 

9. Initially it appears firefighters thought the ALP would not be of much 

use, missing the chance to dampen the fire from outside early on, which 

might have prevented it spreading from bedroom 1 of flat 79 to the 

remainder of the flat and into the 11th floor corridor. When the Old Kent 
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Road ALP was used, it was positioned where it could not be used to full 

effect, on the East side of the building (it would have been more use 

where the Greenwich ALP was later placed, close to the West side of the 

building). 

lO.The debris falling down to set fire to flats below via open windows on 

this hot day. This was a most unfortunate turn of events, and was not 

anticipated, despite dangers of falling burning debris being referred to in 

the [National Generic Risk Assessment (GRA) 3.2 High Rise Firefighting 

version 2 September 2008]. It clearly brought about a safety crisis in a 

high risk environment, and the basis of bringing the bridgehead below 

the fire was understood as firefighters need to dress in BA in clean air. It 

was further complicated by more corridors and the staircase filling with 

smoke adding to new calls for assistance with evacuation from 

occupants of affected flats. 

11. However, it seemed an acceptable risk to take for firefighters to operate 

outside policy guidance at the 9th floor level with back up during this 

crisis, but not for any of the other crews to use the half hour period of 

non-firefighting activity to assess the desperate situation developing of 

the FSG callers trapped above the fire floor, and for whom there had 

been numerous repeat appeals for help. This should have been 

recognised by sending a team above the fire floor to assist those who 

were supposedly classed as ’priority’. 

(So far as dynamic risk assessment is concerned there is considerably 

less risk to the firefighter with a BA set on, than there is to those trapped 

in the smokey flat with reduced oxygen, and no Breathing Apparatus). 

12.The incident Commander was always supposed to be outside and visibly 

making decisions and accessible. He would see the fire in flat 65 spread 

upwards to involve the flat above, and even if he did not know the 

numbers or which floor it is on, or the layout, Rafael Cervi, the husband 

of Dayana (one of those trapped), standing next to him would surely 

have told him. 

13.There possibly needed to be some ’out of the box’ thinking, during the 

moving of the bridgehead, where for example the Aerial Ladder could 

have been utilised to move BA crews and equipment externally between 
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floors in fresh air outside the building; maximising on the available air 

for rescue and firefighting. 

14.Firefighters might have considered using a search and rescue helicopter 

scrambled from other services as a means of getting those trapped off 

the balconies or getting fire crews in to them, although it might have 

been difficult to use. 

15.The changes of Incident Commander were very frequent, and appeared 

to utilise too much briefing time, with each commander asking for more 

resources. Whilst this is not uncommon in fire development, it caused 

the plan to change frequently, and did not appear to help to move things 

on. 

16.On a positive note the attitude of GM Freeman to getting crews to the 

fire and to search and rescue was refreshing. The disappointing part was 

that when the Nuhus were rescued, the next two follow up crews went 

to the 11th floor corridor instead of the 12th floor balcony. They were 

minutes away from an alternative and easier access which might have 

saved the five who were taking refuge in the bathroom of flat 81. But 

the crews had not had the benefit of a proper briefing about the route 

to take. 

17.On other positive points, once the command structure was in place the 

LFB did follow a good command and control procedure which was well 

resourced and orl~anised. However, earlier ordering of requirements 

would have avoided delays in getting the plan to work. 

18.The BA assembly and in and out ’waiting areas’ was good and 

improvisation of chinagraphs and yellow markers for recording searches 

on the walls of the stairs was innovative. 

In conclusion, the London Fire Brigade were not responsible for the six deaths 

at this fire, although they clearly missed opportunities to fight fires and rescue 

those who died through being confronted with some exceptional adverse 

factors and unforeseen events which brought about competing priorities. 

Repeatedly in the assessment of those priorities the url~ency and relevant 

history associated with Catherine, Dayana, Felipe, Thais, Helen and Michelle, 
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appears to have got lost from the decision making processes of successive 

incident commanders, with detrimental effect. 

In particular, conditions above the fire floor should have been assessed and 

appropriate action ordered and taken considerably sooner. One hour passed 

after firefighters had arrived at Lakanal House before any firefighters went to 

the floors above the fire floors: this was too long. 

My Service colleagues will have already used this experience to reappraise 

their attitude to risk, remembering what is says in the guidance Dynamic 

IVlanagement of Risk at Operational Incidents, 8th Impression, 2006." 

"we may risk our lives a lot, in a highly calculated manner, to protect 

saveable lives" 

Some risks have to be taken to save saveable lives even if this means not 

strictly following policy in appropriate circumstances. This did sometimes 

happen when fighting the fire at Lakanal House: for example, sending people 

above the bridgehead; having no second hose in place at the outset of fighting 

the fire in flat 79; agreeing FF Belmont could try to reach the 11th floor without 

breathing apparatus. But otherwise there was, in my opinion, a strict 

adherence to procedure over risk taking, until GM Freeman took command: 

but by then crucial opportunities for rescue had been missed. 
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Appendices: 

1. National Generic Risk Assessment 3.2 High Rise Firefighting version 2, 

September 2008. 

2. Dynamic Management of Risk at Operational Incidents - Health and 

Safety- Eighth Impression - 2006 

3. Summary of Recent Fires in Tower Blocks - where spread outside the 

compartment. 

4. The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 

5. Retrofit of Older Tower Block with Automatic Fire Sprinkler protection - 

Callow Mount Sheffield. 2011 
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